The research design typology model was introduced in chapter 1. The ideology and strategy layers were explained in chapter 2 and chapter 3, respectively. The method layer of the research design typology, as highlighted in figure 4 .1, will be examined in this chapter.
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Matching research method with ideology and strategy
Figure 4.1 does not list all the methods or techniques simply because there are too many to fit into the diagram, and new approaches are periodically emerging in practice. This chapter does not explain all the methods, nor does it sufficiently explain any method to substitute for a methods-specific text. Each method listed in the third layer of figure 4.1 often has hundreds of books published, so this chapter merely provides an overview to assist in completing the research design. Thus, researchers must also utilize a methods-specific text book or article.
Research methods consist of formally recognized methodologies along with de facto methodologies for conducting defined types of studies. Subject-matter experts in specific fields have agreed upon the major formal research methods, and as stated above there are generally many textbooks written for each one. Emerging or hybrid research methods also exist. Researchers may develop their own de jure methods if following a pragmatic ideology.
The scientific method is not a methodology per se but rather it is a high-quality standard meaning to clearly approach a problem, articulate the research design, and carefully, ethically, execute the study, and then accurately, honestly communicate the findings. The scientific methodology recommends documenting the formal method applied and citing a thought leader. 
